Youth Participation in Electoral Processes
eLearning Course

••

••

The EC-UNDP Joint Task Force on Electoral
Assistance has developed a free, self-paced
eLearning course on Youth Participation
in Electoral Processes. This interactive
eLearning consists of six modules and a
final exam. Participants receive a certificate
after completing the final exam at the end
of the course.

••

After completing the course, the
participants will have a better
understanding of the hurdles that
the youth are facing worldwide,
preventing them from actively
participating in the political
processes.
Through concrete case studies and
country-based examples, this course
looks at strategies and provides entry
points for Electoral Mangement
Bodies (EMBs) to promote youth
participation in elections, be it
as voters , candidates or election
administrators, in all phases of the
electoral cycle.
The participants will learn about the
current youth-related legislative and
policy frameworks, specific tools to
empower youth, such as social media,
as well as ways to promote youth
participation in electoral processes.
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www.ec-undp-electoralassistance.org/e-learning/

The eLearning complements UNDP’s publication “Youth Participation in Electoral Processes - a
Handbook for Electoral Management Bodies (EMBs)”. The publication is available here.

WHO IS IT FOR ?

WHAT’S IN THERE ?

The eLearning and its
accompagning handbook is,
first and foremost, designed
for Electoral Management
Bodies (EMBs). However,
other stakeholders, such
as members of civil society
organizations, media, political
parties and candidates, will
also find it useful.

The eLearning course has been
designed to build cognitive
skills and includes animated
youth journeys, illustrations,
infographics, country examples,
short exercises and module
summaries. This eLearning
is a repository of knowledge
products, best practices and
other key documents that can
be of interest to a wide range of
practicioners.

HOW AND WHY DO I
ENROLL ?
This eLearning course is free
of charge and is available on
the EC-UNDP JTF eLearning
page. The course enables the
participant to progress and
complete the course at their
own pace.

No prior qualification is required. Check out our online learning opportunities and get certified today!

The European Commission-UNDP Joint Task Force (JTF) is a Brussels-based coordination
mechanism composed of the EU and UNDP experts, providing in-depth technical and advisory support to
all EC-UNDP joint electoral assistance projects world-wide.

The eLearning and the publication are made possible thanks to the support of the UNDP Nepal Electoral Support Project (ESP), generously funded by the European
Union, Norway, the United Kingdom and Denmark.
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